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2019 Packer Draft: Breakouts or
Fake Outs? The Draft Recap.
By: Steve Ross
The Packers under Brian Gutekunst have shown to be more aggressively drafting
athletes who have experience playing multiple positions. My initial thoughts of the
Draft are positive, I think the Packers found players that have higher upside then
typically found at the position taken in the draft. With that said, many of those picks
carry higher risk because something else caused the player to slip, suspensions,
limited or poor tape, age, or a combination of those.
I like this class more after the first round. While I really like Savage, the price to get
him was steep and Gary was on my do not draft in round one list. The next 3 picks for
the Packers I thought brought great value in positions of need all of whom have
enough talent to potentially start for the team. If he comes in with his head right
Williams has the chance to be the steal of the draft. Hollman and Summers have the
athletic traits to play in the NFL but are both raw and will need to develop. Like with
all draft we won’t know what we have for 2-3 seasons, but for the second season in a
row the Packer drafter athletes.

ROUND 1: No. 12 overall: RASHAUN GARY, DE
AGE: 21 HT: 6-4 3/8 WT: 277 40-yard dash: 4.58 College: Michigan
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DUES will remain at $75 this year.
Invoices will be mailed next week and
payments are due July 30th.

…………………………………………………...
WELCOMING SIGN We would like to
install some greenery around this sign
and could use some help. If someone
would like to organize this effort,
please post a message on our facebook
group page.
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LENDING LIBRARY we will be installing
a bench next to the lending library
soon. Thank you Donna and William
Wysocki for the bench donation and
Mark Silkey for your willingness to
install it.

……………………………………………………
If you are new to Summer Wind or
have been here for years, please
consider helping out one of our
committees. It’s a great way to get to
know your neighbors and have fun.
Social, Welcoming, Newsletter,
Neighborhood watch, etc… are always
looking for help. Please email,
Facebook message, call, or text Andy
Bath with any questions. 414-708-9248

One of the more polarizing prospects in the draft, because his athletic gifts did not
translate to domination at the collegiate level. Also concerning is that he only played in
nine games last season due to a shoulder injury, some have reported as a torn labrum,
though Gary and the Packers say is the less serious AC joint subluxation. Gary was the
nations top-rated recruit coming out of High School in New Jersey. Gary is one of the 3 or
4 most athletic prospects in the draft with a rare blend of size, speed, strength, and agility
shown by an excellent 4.58 40-yard dash nearly the same as last year’s corner, Josh
Jackson (4.56), who weighs 80 pounds less. The concern with Gary comes down to his lack
of production while at Michigan, only 3.5 sacks last year and 9.5 total in his career of 22
games. His best move as a pass rusher is the straight bull rush, his speed off the line
makes offensive linemen uncomfortable that combine with this power (26 bench press
reps of 225lbs) can lead to wins. His counter move is underdeveloped, though he did
show a limited swim move at times. Frankly, I liked his tape against the run more than as
a pass rusher he uses his long arms well at the point of attack to get space to make plays
for himself or others. To me Gary’s Best tape came his Sophomore year, while playing the
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RASHAUN GARY, ED (continued)
Defensive end position, that year he was someone teams
schemed to stay away from and constantly double and
sometimes triple teamed him (watch the 2017 Wisconsin,
Michigan Game). This past season the tape was underwhelming,
the effort seemed less, as he was not chasing plays down from
behind, and he was not the dominant force you would expect a
man with his gifts to be. I also don’t think he played as fast as his
works outs would suggest, meaning his read and react may not
be as good as you would like. This is a High-risk high reward pick
Steve
Ross
for the Packers, if Gary was indeed the PackersBy:
guy,
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Look
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liked
to around
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them
trade
backany
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him later
in round

In Ted I Still Trust!

football season, and you will see green and gold

How He fits: He is intended to play the outside Linebacker spot
covering almost everyone in sight. That is because
with the two new Smith free agents, though I think he might fit
for the last 25 years, the Packers have been the model
better replacing Dean Lowery along the Defensive line
of consistency
theaNFL,
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Floor: Rotational Defensive end and/or Rush Linebacker

Thompson have done an excellent job drafting

ROUND 1: No. 21 overall:
DARNELL SAVAGE, SAFTEY
When
AGE:
22Thompson
HT: 5-10 3/4took
WT:over
196 as Packer GM in 2005, the
team
had
an
aging
roster
that was millions of dollars
40-yard dash: 4.36
over
the
salary
cap.
Yet
many
fans felt the Packers
College: Maryland
This was my guy going into the draft, I loved the tape, effort, and
how he potentially fits for the Packers. I had hoped they would
get him at 30, but if he becomes the player I think he can, it
won’t matter. Savage is a ball hawking safety who plays with
great speed, vision, aggression and effort. On tape Savage jumps
out because anytime something good happens for the Maryland
Defense, Savage is around either making the play or directly
affecting the play. His speed shows well on tape often coming
from out of frame to make the play his closing speed is terrific
both on the passing game and in tackling. I believe this closing
speed can help limit the damage of the short throws to running
backs or slot receivers in bunched sets that hurt the Packer’s so
much the past few years. Despite being small, Savage was a
willing tackler who played well in run support. While possessing
good vision and football instincts Savage missed too many
tackles (38) in his college career, these where mostly the result of
over running plays or racing to get to a play and not coming
settled to a good base to make a strong tackle. These are minor
issues and I believe the impact plays far out weigh the misses.
Savage was drafted to be your opening game starter at Free
Safety.
How He fits: Versatile safety who can play coverage in zone and
will be a middle of the field ball hawk for Pettine from Day one.
Ceiling: Day one starter and future pro bowl player who plays
himself into a second contract with the Packers
Floor: Low level starter for a year or two that is ultimately
replaced for a larger player.
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ROUND 2: No. 44 overall:
ELGTON JENKINS,
CENTER & GUARD
AGE: 23 HT: 6-5 WT: 311
40-yard dash: N/A
College: Mississippi
Jenkins was considered one of the best Centers in the draft, but
with Cory Linsley well established as the Packers starting Center
that means Jenkins must be slotted for Guard. Jenkins was a
Collegiate work horse playing in 49 games in his career with
starts at left tackle, right tackle, left guard and Center (26).
During his senior season he allowed only five QB pressures and
Mississippi State averaged a league best 5.9 yards per carry on
middle designed runs in the SEC. He had an exceptional Senior
bowl mostly while playing Center, but also played guard, though
hewas
did not
not fair
welland
in individual
drills.
Jenkins
has
long arms
the as
case
jettisoned
three
highly
paid
and
a
violent
first
punch.
He
does
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initiating
veterans and amassed 11 picks for the upcoming
NFL
first
contact
withthe
his precedent
defender, which
means
right tackle
draft.
He set
that the
Packers
wouldis still
possible.
I did notthe
seedraft,
him get
cleanly
once
on the
tape,
build through
taking
thebeat
best
players
available
which is impressive given the talent he played against. He has
regardless of position. With his first-ever pick,
long arms (34”) and has shown excellent balance, and very good
Thompson had the courage to pick Aaron Rodgers, the
feet for an interior lineman. Jenkins played at a very high level
highest
the
Packercollegiate
draft board.
The pick
against
therated
mostplayer
athleticon
and
deepest
conference
in
and
strategy
was
not
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received
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who
wanted
the country, if his skills at center translate to right guard, he
to get
could
be your starter this coming season.
How he fits: Interior offensive line depth, competing with Billy
Turner and Cole Madison to be the starting right Guard.
Ceiling: Starting Right Guard for the Packers for the next several
seasons.
The following
seasonline
Thompson
Sherman;
Floor:
Back up Offensive
depth duefired
to hisMike
versatility.

his choice for replacement was Mike McCarthy. At
that point McCarthy was an unknown offensive
coordinator for the 49ers who finished 32nd in total
Weagain,
OfferPacker
Treatment
Plans
offense. Once
fans were
up in arms
over
Thompson’s
choice.
Thompson
also
two
Designed With Children and Petsadded
in Mind
veteran players thought to be on the downside of
their careers-Charles Woodson and Ryan Pickett,
angering fans further. Those decisions proved to be
the basis of great things to come. Just two years after
taking over as GM, following Thompson’s plan, Brett
Wasps
– Spiders
Ants talented he
Favre said the 2007
team
was the– most
20 Years
of Experience
had ever been a part
of. Proving
Thompson was
Licensed/Insured
correct in his assessment
in 2005, he quickly
replenished the team through shrewd decisions and
for a Free Consultation or
staying Call
true Today
to his beliefs.

To Schedule an In-Home Inspection

Following the 2007 season which the Packers lost in
overtime
in the NFC Championship, Thompson again
Licensed
Free
angered
many
fans by choosing to trade Favre to
the
&
Upnorthservicesinc.com
Estimates!
New
York
Jets.
Thompson
again
provided
long
term
Insured
vision needed to assure the franchise would continue
Keith Baricovich – Owner
their successful run. Knowing that Favre was nearing
Up North Services, Inc.
the end, and if Rodgers didn’t play soon he would be
upnorthservices@att.net
lost to free agency, the change had to be made despite
public outrage. Rodgers quickly showed why

414-630-3869
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ROUND
3: No.was
75 overall:
Thompson
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JACE
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other
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How He fits: Immediately competes against the aging Graham for the
in the NFC in the Thompson tenure. A fact recognized
starting tight end position
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ROUND 5: No. 150 overall:
KINGSLEY KEKE, DE
AGE: 23 HT: 6-2 5/8 WT: 288
ROUND dash:
5: No. 4.95
174 overall:
40-yard
MARQUEZ
College:
Texas A&M
VALDES-SCANTLING,
WR
Keke has been a full-time starter the past two seasons and had by far his
AGE:year
23asHT:
6-5 WT:
20951 tackles 11 for losses and a team leading
best
a Senior
posting
40-yard
7
sacks. Something
dash: 4.37
that has become a bit of a trend in the two drafts
under
BrianSouth
Gutekunst,
Keke is a very good athlete for his position, who
College:
Florida

has played multiple positions. He dropped nearly 20 pounds for his
senior season and played Defensive end, while previously playing in a
Elite height and speed for a wide receiver. Very thin body
four-point stance at Defensive Tackle. He had an outstanding senior
receiver
who was used almost exclusively as a vertical threat in
bowl winning more than 50% of his one on one pass rush drills showing
the
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so
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could
surprising pick to me, because I see his best shot at making the
allow
for
additional
weight.
His
effort
on
tape
was
above
average,
but
team is to be a fifth or sixth receiver and special teams stalwart.
appears raw in hand placement, and has not developed secondary pass
rush moves. Most of his production came on the non-conference
How
he fits: Receiver and special teams depth.
schedule and against the weaker SEC teams. I believe he has a higher
Ceiling:
Janis
as the
Packers
best gunner
and
sixth
floor thenReplaces
Gary but Jeff
a lower
ceiling
though
he possesses
higher
than
receiver.
expected upside for a 5th round pick due to his athletic ability and ability
Floor:
squad and
in 2019.
to play Practice
multiple positions
on cut
the D-line.
How He fits: Immediately gives the Packers more Defensive line depth.
Ceiling: Packers Starter next to Clark in a year or two
Floor: Career Back up lineman whose best position is a 4-3 Defensive
tackle which the Packers Don’t play
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ROUND 6: No. 185 overall:
KA’DAR HOLLMAN, CB
AGE: 24 HT: 6-0 WT: 196
40-yard dash: 4.39
College: Toledo
Once again, the Packers have gone for a great athlete, Hollman 4.39
40 and 6.81 3 cone drill at his pro-day are both exceptional. Hollman
lead the MAC in pass breakups with 12, which was a very high
number based on how few balls where through his way. At Toledo,
Hollman played nearly all his snaps a left outside corner, mostly in
press man coverage technique. He is clearly athletic, fluid, and does
a very good job of shadowing the receiver, which is why so few balls
where thrown his way in college. With a corner of his talent I would
like to see them shadow the other team’s best receiver all over the
field. His eye balance is poor, focusing almost solely on the receiver,
meaning he is not watching the QB enough limiting his ball
awareness, which is why he had so few interception. This also leads
to issues in flowing to the ball when the play isn’t to his side of the
field. He does not support the run well and did not appear to be a
willing tackler. The fact that he will also be a 25-year-old rookie is
another reason he slid in the draft this far. His talent and tape
suggest he should have gone higher, so I think this is a good value
pick due to his potential upside.
How He fits: Secondary Depth
Ceiling: Second or Third corner on the team a solid contributor on
the Defense
Floor: His lack of eye balance and inability to play zone limit his
options and he is cut.

Now Accepting New Patients!

We are a family friendly office where children and adults
of all ages are welcome. To accommodate our patient’s
busy schedules we offer evening appoints and offer
emergency services seven days a week.

Slinger Location

Kewaskum Location

2020 American Eagle Drive

1020 Fond Du Lac Ave

262-644-7400
shumwayfamilydental.com
smile@shumwayfamilydental.com
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ROUND 6: No. 194 overall:
DEXTER WILLIAMS, RB
AGE: 23 HT: 5-11 WT: 209
40-yard dash: 4.57
College: Notre Dame
Williams was another top 100 college recruit, however his time at Notre
Dame was marked with trouble and suspensions. He was arrested with
teammates for marijuana possession and possessing a handgun without
a license; the latter charge was dropped when a teammate confessed to
the handgun possession. Then after being named Notre Dame’s starting
running back this past season, he was suspended for 4 games. When he
came back, he was very productive rushing for 995 yards and 12 scores
on 158 carries (6.3 per) while also catching 16 passes out of the backfield
for 133 yards (8.3 average) and one touchdown. This could be a great
value pick for the Packers as Aaron Jones has struggled to stay healthy
and Jamaal Williams is lacking the burst to be a dynamic back, Williams
should have a chance. His tape limited as he didn’t play a lot until his
senior year. He shows good forward lean and pad level, good vision in
traffic at the line and the ability to cut back and get downhill with
enough of a burst to make big plays. View him as a nice blend between
Jones and Williams, with better athleticism and speed then Williams and
larger and a better blocker then Jones. While he did not catch the ball
much at Notre Dame, he looked natural as a pass catcher during senior
bowl work outs. He also has limited wear and tear on his body due to
limited carries at Notre Dame. There have been many late round running
back draft steals lately and Williams has the tools to be one, if he can
show the necessary maturity, discipline and work ethic to be best he can
be. This is an excellent value pick at this stage in the draft.
How He fits: Running Back Depth
Ceiling: Earns the Coaching Staffs trust and becomes the Packers every
down back with Jones as his change of pace
Floor: Back up running back for a year or two and then released

2018 Breakout & Fake Outs Review
Jaire Alexander, CB: Leaning towards Breakout – he performed
very well and will likely contribute every game.
Josh Jackson, CB: TBD - disappointing first year but a lot of
potential.
Oren Burks, LB: TBD - hurt too much of the season.

Summer Wind HOA

ROUND 7: No. 226 overall:
TY SUMMERS, ILB
AGE: 23 HT: 6-1 WT: 241
College: TCU
Gutekunst has put a premium on getting more athletic and this is
another example of that, Summers ran an exceptional 40 of 4.51,
put up 27 reps of 225#, 36” vertical and 123” Broad jump. These
numbers are all exceptional for his position. Earned the name
Captain America from his teammates and was the defensive play
caller on Gary Patterson’s squad where he played both linebacker
and defensive end. He plays with very good effort, but the
athleticism seen in shorts does not consistently show up on the field.
Plays tentatively taking to long to diagnose plays as a linebacker
versus reacting and playing downhill. Simply put you did not see the
splash plays you would expect based off testing. Another concerning
item is that he came off the field on passing downs as a linebacker or
was moved to Defensive end, meaning they did not trust him in
coverage. A player with TJ Edwards (UW) tape and Ty Summers
athletic ability would have been a first-round selection. At this stage
in the draft to get an athlete of Summers ability who plays hard is a
good value if he develops that is a bonus, if not you at least have a
special team’s player for a few seasons.
How He fits: An Athlete and Developmental Middle Linebacker
Ceiling: Back up Middle Line Backer and Special Teams Standout
Floor: Practice squad year one, doesn’t develop and is done after
2020 camp.
*Sources: YouTube.com, Profootballfocus.com, JSonline.com, ESPN.com,
CBSSports.com, Foxsports.com, Sports-reference.com and NFL.com

If you think you’re in the market to buy a
new car or maybe just selling yours, I’m
always looking for cars to buy no matter
what condition they are in. Stop by or give
me a call; I can provide an expert opinion on
its value even if I don’t buy it.

J’Mon Moore, WR: Leaning towards Fake Out – worst
performing rookie WR on the team.
Cole Madison, OL: TBD - didn’t report last year due to personal
issues. He’s back this year though.
JK Scott, Punter: Leaning towards Breakout – he had some key
punts throughout the year.
Marquez Valdes-Scantling, WR: Breakout – he led the rookie
receivers last year in overall performance.
Equanimeous St. Brown, WR: TBD – he performed well and will
likely become a breakout with more time.
James Looney, DE: TBD – only played in 3 games
Kendall Donnerson, OLB: TBD – Still on the roster

Jason Warner 262.707.1110
continentalmotors@yahoo.com
5862 Franklin Dr. Hartford

Hunter Bradley, LS: Breakout – Still snapping
For the most part Steve’s 2018 predictions were fairly accurate.
Nice work Steve!
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Member Spotlight
Meet Mark Silkey & Genise Lindner

Q: Family member names, including pets?
A: Mark Silkey, Genise Lindner, Axel (canine), Malicifient
(feline), and Mercury (feline)
Q: How long have you lived here and where did you move
from?
A: We moved here from Milwaukee in August 2018
Q: What are your hobbies?
A: We enjoy “glamping” on summer weekends
Q: What’s on your bucket list?
A: A trip to the Fiji Islands
Q: What is one item in your house that should be thrown away
but probably never will?
A: And we should probably throw out, our boxes of cassette
tapes, but never will.

Meet the Taft’s

Q: Family member names, including pets?
A: Zach, Mercedes, Paisley, Brooklyn, Lucy (dog)
Q: How long have you lived here and where did you move
from?
A: We moved here from Greenfield in August 2018
Q: What’s your favorite band(s)?
A: We like TOTALLY opposite music genres. Zach likes metal
like Sevendust and Mercedes loves country and 90’s/2000’s
music. Brooklyn is a fan of any and all Disney music.
Q: What’s your favorite destination?
A: Las Vegas & Disney World. We also LOVE Cedar Point in
Sandusky, OH and New York.

Selling New and Existing Homes at Affordability!

This two story offers 4BR/2.5BA/2GA,
Reserve this home today.

Last lot remaining with a view of Holy Hill. This gem is located off
County Rd K & Monroe tied to the Independence Park. Gorgeous lot
sitting on a view of acres of natural conservancy and offers great
privacy. Perfect setting for Lower Level walk out. Set in a pleasantly
secluded neighborhood with all city amenities. (Sewer & Water)

Call Today for Your Free Market Analysis!

Chong Yi Team
414-737-0566
Chong@united-realtors.net
www.United-Realtors.net
www.summerwindhartfordwi.com
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Member Announcements
Happy Belated
Birthday
Lily Bartlien!

Congrats High School
Graduate!
Happy Birthday
Niko Burns!

Abbi Block graduates from HUHS
on June 9th! She’ll attend VCU
(Virginia Commonwealth
Universtiy) studying Fashion
Merchandising in the fall to study
Fashion Merchandising and Music.

Lily turned 4 on
May 28th!

Niko turns 12 on July 20th!

Happy 6th Anniversary!
Happy Birthday
Tom Sowinski!

Tom gets 1 year wiser
on June 30th!
Jayson and Amber Bartlien
celebrated this on May 25th!
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Congrats to Juliayn and Trevor
Scales!

Happy Belated
Birthday Tia Burns!

Tia turned 16 on
May 20th!

Summer Wind HOA

Happy Birthday
Camden Droege!

Camden turns 8 on
June 9th!

The Scales welcomed their first child,
Micah, to this world on May 10th at
8:04am! Weighing 7lbs 6oz and 20.5
inches long.

Happy Birthday
Riley Bath!

Happy Birthday
Chris Droege!
Riley turns 9 on July 10th!

Chris gets 1 year wiser on July 7th!

www.summerwindhartfordwi.com
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Community Announcements
Help Wanted!

The Breeze needs your help in order to continue.
We are looking for writers, editors, and/or people
with fun creative ideas. This would be a
tremendous opportunity for student to get some
practical work experience to add to their resume.

Please email Andy Bath at:
summerwindshoavicepresident@gmail.com
or send him a message on facebook

Your 2019 HOA Dues Invoices
Will Be Arriving Soon

Invoices should be going in the mail next week
and this year’s $75 payment will be due July
30th. If you have any questions regarding this
year’s dues, please contact any HOA officer.
Contact info can be found on our website.
Thanks!
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5th Annual Summer Wind
Block Party Will be on
Saturday, June 29th

Our new Social Committee Chair, Maria
Martini, and her group are working on
a fun afternoon of games, socializing,
and food for all ages. Main meal will be
pulled pork. Odd ending addresses
bring chips or appitizer, even’s bring
something sweet. Only $3 per person.
Please RSVP ASAP to Maria:
Maria.anto.martini@gmail.com or
(262) 623-2965

Watch Out For The Return of
The Japanese Beetles

These little guys will more than likely be back
this summer. If you want to study up on them,
our neighbor Rob Young wrote an informative
article back in our Volume 3 Issue 3 edition of
the Breeze, which is archived on our website.
Please share your effective methods of
controling these pests on our Facebook group
options

